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	A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Fifth Edition provides guidelines

	for managing individual projects and defines project management related concepts. It also describes the project

	management life cycle and its related processes, as well as the project life cycle.





	The PMBOK® Guide contains the globally recognized standard and guide for the project management profession

	(found in Annex A1). A standard is a formal document that describes established norms, methods, processes, and

	practices. As with other professions, the knowledge contained in this standard has evolved from the recognized

	good practices of project management practitioners who have contributed to the development of this standard.





	The first two sections of the PMBOK® Guide provide an introduction to key concepts in the project management

	field. Section 3 summarizes the Process Groups and provides an overview of process interactions among the ten

	Knowledge Areas and five Process Groups. Sections 4 through 13 are the guide to the project management body of

	knowledge. These sections expand on the information in the standard by describing the inputs and outputs, as well

	as tools and techniques used in managing projects. Annex A1 is the standard for project management and presents

	the processes, inputs, and outputs that are considered to be good practice on most projects most of the time.
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Virtualization, A Beginners GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Migrate to a dynamic, on-demand data delivery platform

"If you're looking to hit the ground running with any virtualization project, large or small, this book is going to give you the start you need, and along the way will offer you some cautionary tales that will even take some seasoned...
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XML and SOAP Programming for BizTalk ServersMicrosoft Press, 2000
The eXtensible Markup Language, or XML, is a simple technology that has taken  the computer world by storm. Even before XML was formally adopted, Microsoft  Chairman Bill Gates called XML a "breakthrough technology" because he saw the  value of defining data transactions in an open, platform-independent way. Since  then, many standards...
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Dimensions of Resilience in Developing Countries: Informality, Solidarities and Carework (Demographic Transformation and Socio-Economic Development (10))Springer, 2019

	This book provides the latest empirical data on the three forms of resilience: informality, solidarities and unpaid care-work. It uncovers and quantifies these three forms of resilience that are generally invisible or ill recognised, whereas these play a major role in the livelihoods of poor and vulnerable populations. The book shows how the...
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Murach's HTML, XHTML, and CSS (Web Programming)Mike Murach & Associates, 2010

	If you have anything to do with web development, you should know how to use HTML. XHTML, and CSS the modern, professional way. That's true if you want to become a web designer. That's true for web designers who still use tables for page layout when they should be using CSS. That's true for JavaScript programmers. And that's...
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Pro Spring IntegrationApress, 2011

	Pro Spring Integration is an authoritative book from the experts that guides you through the vast world of Enterprise Application Integration and application of the Spring Integration framework towards solving integration problems. The book is:

	
		An introduction to the concepts of Enterprise Application...
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The Anticipation of Converging Industries: A Concept Applied to Nutraceuticals and Functional FoodsSpringer, 2013

	The blurring of boundaries between hitherto distinct scientific disciplines, technologies or markets is a common and powerful phenomenon. Subjects of this convergence often change consumer behaviours, favouring products and platforms with multiple functions. The Anticipation of Converging Industries provides a detailed focus on the...
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